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ABOUT COMPANY
Tech Mark LLC is a hub of digital creativity and

commitment, based in Trumbull, CT, USA.

We're not just your Software Development

service providers; we're your companions on

the exciting journey through the ever-

changing digital world. Our goal at Tech Mark

is simple but powerful: we want to help turn

your digital dreams into reality, making a real

impact on your goals.



VISION
Tech Mark envisions a digital world where

innovation knows no bounds. We strive to

be at the forefront of technological

advancements, consistently pushing the

boundaries to create meaningful and

lasting digital experiences for our clients.



MISSION Our mission is to empower businesses by delivering cutting-

edge digital solutions that transcend expectations. We aim to be

the catalyst for your success in the digital realm, offering

unparalleled creativity, expertise, and unwavering dedication to

your vision.



Innovation

We embrace creativity and constantly

push the envelope to bring fresh,

inventive solutions to our clients.

Collaboration

Success is a collaborative effort. We

work closely with our clients,

understanding their needs and

fostering open communication

Excellence

We are committed to delivering

nothing short of excellence in every

project, ensuring the highest

standards of quality and

professionalism.

VALUES
At Tech Mark, our values guide every

interaction:

Integrity
Trust is the foundation of our

relationships. We operate with

transparency, honesty, and integrity in

all our interactions.



ASKENAZ
FOUNDER & CEO

ALI FARAZ
DIRECTOR OPS

ABBAS
HEAD OF DEVELOPMENT

Meet the people who make Tech Mark awesome! We

have a seasoned team, with a diverse experience of 20+

years in the industry. Our team knows the ins and outs of

the digital world. They're like digital superheroes, making

sure every project isn't just done but done well. Work

with professionals who are not just good at what they do

but love doing it. 

OUR
TEAM



Tech Mark offers a full spectrum of

services, from web development and

branding to e-commerce, UI/UX design,

animations, and strategic social media

solutions. Our expertise spans diverse

technology stacks, ensuring tailored

solutions to meet your digital needs. Join

us in transforming your digital

aspirations into impactful realities.

OUR SERVICE
Web Development

Ecommerce

Branding Services

UI/UX Design 

Crafted with precision and

creativity, our web

development services bring

your ideas to life on the digital

canvas

Unlock the potential of online

commerce with our robust

and scalable e-commerce

solutions.

Establish a unique identity that

resonates with your audience,

creating a lasting impression in

the competitive market

User-centric designs that not

only captivate but also enhance

the overall user experience.

Animation Social Media
Elevate your content with

engaging animations that tell

your story in a visually

compelling way.

Harness the power of social

platforms with our strategic

social media solutions,

connecting you with your

target audience.



THE PROCESS
Embark on a seamless journey with

Tech Mark through our streamlined

process, ensuring clarity and efficiency

at every step.

Get your Desired Services
Experience a hassle-free onboarding process.

Once the essentials are in place, unlock a

world of tailored services designed to meet

your unique digital needs. Let's turn your

ideas into impactful realities together.

Talk to Us on a Call
Initiate the conversation by scheduling a call

with our experts. Share your vision, and let us

understand your digital goals to kickstart a

collaborative journey.

Get NDA Signed
Prioritize confidentiality and security. Before

delving into specifics, we ensure the protection

of your ideas and information through a signed

Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA).



OUR GOALS
At Tech Mark, our goals center on client

satisfaction, operational efficiency, talent

development, market expansion, innovation

leadership, and sustainability. Rooted in a

commitment to excellence, these objectives reflect

our dedication to delivering exceptional digital

solutions while fostering a culture of continuous

improvement

Goals 01:  
Quality Assurance

Willing to achieve a 98% accuracy

rate in project deliverables by

implementing rigorous quality

assurance processes.

Aiming to Introduce two

groundbreaking features or services

within the next year, positioning

Tech Mark as an industry innovator

Goals 02:  
Innovation Leadership

Achieve a client satisfaction rate of

over 90% through enhanced

communication channels and

proactive feedback sessions

Goals 03:  
Client Satisfaction



STAY
INSPIRED.
NEVER
STOP
CREATING.

OUR CULTURE



LET'S
CONNECT
WITH US!

+123-456-7890

hello@TechMarkLLC.com

TechMarkLLC.com

Excited to start your digital adventure with Tech Mark LLC? 


